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Abstract—The roots of the hydrodynamio matrix for a two species chemically
reactive system are obtained under assumptions for which the pressure
fluctuations are decoupled from those in entropy and concentration. All roots
are affected by the chemical reaction and attention is directed to the impli-
cations of the resulting dependence of the roots for the determination of
chemical reaction rates from light scattering spectra.
The recent literature contains a number of treatments for the
calculation of the spectral distribution of light scattered from a
chemically relaxing fluid (see, for example, the work of Berne
et a/.,'1'2' Blum and Salsburg,(3'4'5) Schurr«" and Knirk and Sals-
burg(7)). Although differing in level of sophistication, these treat-
ments suggest that a chemical reaction can be taken as affecting only
one of the non-propagating modes. The contribution of this mode to
the light scattering spectrum has been referred to as the " chemical
reaction" peak.(7> In this letter we wish to point out that, on
accounting for the concomitant presence of transport processes and
the chemical reaction, the latter process affects more than one of the
non-propagating modes. This coupling could be of significance in the
use of light scattering spectroscopy for the determination of chemical
reaction rates.
In the macroscopic calculation of the light scattering spectrum one
starts from the coupled hydrodynamic equations in the set of
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variables which describe the system under investigation (see, e.g.,
Mountain(8)). We consider a fluid containing two chemical species
which transform into one another via a chemical reaction, for
example, a monomer-dimer equilibrium system.(9) The pertinent
equations for this system can be obtained using the methods of
irreversible thermodynamics (see, e.g., Meixner'10' and De Groot and
Mazur(11)) and in linearized form can be written as
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where, as far as possible, the notation of De Groot and Mazur(11) has
been used, with the progress variable £ taken as the mass fraction of
one of the reacting species.
Further
kvlP=( ^ ^ ) ,
\ °P /T.t/
and the symbol S in front of a thermodynamic variable indicates the
deviation of that variable from its equilibrium value.
We now choose a convenient set of independent variables and write
Eqs. (1) to (4) in terms of them. The resulting equations are Fourier-
Laplace transformed and the dispersion equation in the wave vector
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the four roots of the dispersion equation can be found, correct to first
order in the coupling between the pressure fluctuations and those in
entropy and concentration.
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The complex roots are
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where /" has the same form as the damping factor of the Brillouin
lines for a two-component non reactive system.
Condition (5) can, of course, always be met for sufficiently small k.
For liquid mixtures the magnitude of the transport coefficients
(A ~ 5.10~3 cal/cm sec deg, 77 =- 10~2 g/cm sec and D ~ 10~B cm2/sec)
and the speed of sound (c( oo) ~ 105 cm/sec) are such that, even for
the maximum scattering vectors occurring in light scattering
experiments (fcmax ~ 2.105 cm"1), the conditions given in Eq. (5) are
generally satisfied. To meet condition (6), k must be larger than some
minimum value, which of course depends on TT . In order that this
minimum lies in the region of scattering vectors realized in light
scattering experiments (i.e. lies below 2.10+5cm~1), the inverse
chemical relaxation time should be 109 sec'1 or smaller.
From Eqs. (7) to (10) it is clear that both the real roots are influ-
enced by the chemical reaction. This may significantly affect the
appearance of the central peak, but to discuss fully the effect of this
coupling would require calculations of the form of the non-propa-
gating modes and a knowledge of the pertinent derivatives of the
optical dielectric constant. In this letter we give some consideration
to the dependence of the real roots on k and make some qualitative
statements about the ensuing normal modes.




Figure I. Dependence of the real roots on k2.
A
= 10-" cm2/sec; D = 10~5 cm2/see;
v, S
=10~8sec; ral^O.15; T =300°K;
In the present ease the chemical term in du is much larger than the transport
term and the contribution of the latter has been neglected.
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In the figure the k dependence of the real roots is depicted for a set
of typical values of the material parameters. From the figure it can
be seen that neither of the real roots exhibits the linear k2 dependence
typical of damping due to transport processes. Thus neither real
root for the reactive system is simply displaced by a function of the
inverse relaxation time from the roots for the non-reactive case. The
deviation from the linear k2 dependence is most pronounced for k
values for which d± ~ dz. In analogy with physical problems with a
similar mathematical structure we will refer to the k value for which
d1 = d2 as the resonance scattering vector (kTes).
It can readily be shown, that for k •< fcres the normal mode corre-
sponding to the smaller real root is essentially the same as the heat
conductivity mode of the two component non-reactive system with a
small admixture of the mass diffusion mode, whereas the normal mode
corresponding to the larger real root is essentially the same as the
mass diffusion mode of the two component non-reactive system with
a small admixture of the heat conductivity mode. As k increases the
mixing becomes more pronounced and for k = kres is complete.
When k >> kres the normal mode corresponding to the smaller root has
become essentially the same as the mass diffusion mode of the two
component non-reactive system with a small admixture of the heat
conductivity mode whereas the normal mode corresponding to the
larger real root has become principally the same as the heat con-
ductivity mode of the two component non-reactive system with a
small admixture of the mass diffusion mode.
The k dependence of the real roots, especially in the region of
resonance, and the concomitant mixing of the heat conduction and
mass diffusion modes suggests that considerable care should be
exercised in extracting the chemical relaxation time from the central
component of the light scattering spectrum.
Although taking into account the presence of both transport
processes and chemical reaction led to expressions for the real roots
which were not linear in k2, the real part of the complex roots is still
linear in fc2. Actually the only effect of the chemical reaction is an
additional term, [(c( oo)2 -c(0)2)/c(0)2][l/2TSI)] indicating that the
width of the Brillouin peaks could, in principle, be used to determine
the chemical relaxation time.
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